Partner with us in building the internet of tomorrow.

As a NANOG premium partner, you’ll help us continue our critical work in advancing the most open, secure, and robust internet the world has ever seen.

We offer three tiers of premium partnership, providing your brand the greatest level of exposure and engagement with the industry’s top minds. By aligning with professionals at the forefront of networking innovation, you’ll be recognized as an innovator, too.

- **DIAMOND PARTNERSHIP**
- **PLATINUM PARTNERSHIP**
- **GOLD PARTNERSHIP**

**CONTACT**

- Prices subject to change.
DIAMOND PARTNERSHIP

$100,000

- (3) consecutive NANOG meetings.
- Provides the highest public recognition and branding exposure of all NANOG partnerships, extending to NANOG events throughout the year.
- Includes (10) paid-in-advance meeting-registration passes.
- Exclusive use of a private, branded-conference room during NANOG meetings over the life of the partnership.
- Selection of meeting add-ons to further enhance partnership benefits.
- Priority placement of your company logo (over Platinum and Gold Premium Partners, and Individual Meeting Sponsors), with a link, on the NANOG website.
$75,000

- (3) consecutive NANOG meetings.
- Provides high-level public recognition and branding exposure, extending to NANOG events throughout the year.
- Includes (8) paid-in-advance meeting-registration passes.
- Exclusive use of a private, branded-conference room during NANOG meetings over the life of the partnership.
- Selection of meeting add-ons to further enhance partnership benefits.
- Priority placement of your company logo (over Gold Premium Partners, and Individual Meeting Sponsors), with a link, on the NANOG website.
$50,000

- (3) consecutive NANOG meetings.
- Provides significant public recognition and branding exposure, extending to NANOG events throughout the year.
- Includes (6) paid-in-advance meeting registration passes.
- Shared use of a private, branded-conference room for up to (4) hours per day, during NANOG meetings over the life of the partnership.
- Selection of meeting add-ons to further enhance partnership benefits.
- Priority placement of your company logo (over Individual Meeting Sponsors), with a link, on the NANOG website.
Let's innovate, together.

Contact Shawn Winstead, Business Development Specialist, to discuss how you can help support our mission through premium partnership:

swinstead@nanog.org
+1.866.902.1336 ext. 108
nanog.org/participate/sponsor-nanog

PREMIUM PARTNERSHIPS

Working together, for the internet of tomorrow.